This is the third and last paper of a series, now completing the description of the unit group and class group of all quartic number fields F of discriminant dF with \dp\ < 106 .
Introduction
In this paper we consider quartic fields F with two real conjugates. Using the tables of David Ford and the first two authors [2] , we computed unit groups UF = (-1) x (£[) x (62) and class groups ClF of all 90671 number fields F whose discriminant dp is bounded in absolute value by one million. A comparison shows that our results are not in precise agreement with the predictions of Cohen and Martinet [4] . However, this was not to be expected because of the relatively small range of discriminants under consideration.
After [3] and [5] , this paper completes the description of the most important invariants of all quartic number fields F with \d?\ < 106.
Unit groups
The fundamental units were computed by using the generalized Voronoi algorithm [1] . The algorithm operates as follows: For a £ F, let a(1), a(2) be the real conjugates of a, and a(3), a(4) the nonreal, complex conjugates; i.e., a(4> is complex conjugate to a^ . We set |a|,:=|«(1)l> |a|2:=ia(2,|,
A fractional ideal a in F is called reduced if lea and («a: |a|, < 1, 1 < i < 3} = {0}.
For i £ {1, 2, 3} the /-neighbor of a reduced ideal a is defined as the ideal b = ¿a for a £ a subject to |o|,>l, \a\j<l for; 6 {1,2, 3} \{i} and |«'ea: |o'|j <max{l, |a|/}} = {0}.
In [1] it is proved that a system of fundamental units can be obtained as follows:
Algorithm. Input: maximal order 0F of F.
Output: system {ei, £2} of fundamental units. If there is l2 £ {lx, ... , k} with a/2 = bi+x then found = true, else i = i + 1. 
Class groups
Since for the class group computation the same algorithm as in [3, 5] was used, we will not present details. The main idea is to compute all prime ideals with norm below the Zimmert bound [9] 1 MF = 6.792 Vâ nd to compute sufficiently many relations between those ideals (see [6, 8] The computations were done on Apollo workstations (CPU Motorola 68030), using the number-theoretic program package KANT (see [7] ). All data can be obtained from the second author.
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